Get organised and do more of what you love

Repurpose Art Challenge
I’m so glad you dropped by, here’s all the info you need.
I have set myself a challenge... Are you interested?
Fancy me turning a piece of your art into something else?
Maybe it could be a clock, something for the fridge, a totally new piece of art, a sculpture?
I’m keen if you are..
HERE’S HOW IT WORKS
1. Scan in your art, A4 size (must be high quality 300dpi) and
email it to me or send it by Yousendit if it is too large to
email. Head to www.yousendit.com it’s free to sign up.
2. Advise me of your your name and contact details and
perhaps a bit about you.
3. I will get back to you as to whether your art has been
chosen and a time for your piece to be complete.
4. Your art will be used on my blog, facebook, pinterest
and social media along with a story on how I created it.
5. I can use your real name to credit your original art or
keep it anomyous... you decide, leave a note below.
6. I may also use the photos of your art in publicity or future
publications for Tomfo.
7. Once complete I will post your new piece to you for you
to keep.

Repurpose
Challenge
SEND IN YOUR
ART AND I’LL
REPURPOSE IT!

I look forward to creating a new masterpiece with you.

ABOUT YOU AND YOUR ART
Name:
Address:
Suburb:						Postcode:
Contact No: (

)

Email:
Artists name you would like on the artwork:
NONE please keep my art anonymous ( I’ll email you when the post will go live)
Artwork name if any:
Any info you would like me to know? Is the artwork done by someone
special, how did the artwork come about? Any colours you love? etc
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Repurpose Art Challenge
THE LEGAL BIT
1. The Repurpose Art Challenge will be conducted Beyond Creative Pty Ltd (“Beyond Creative”).
2. All participants in the Repurpose Art Challenge are subject to these terms and conditions.
3. You will retain title to your art and your new piece. Beyond Creative acknowledges that copyright in the
art or any part of it is and remains your property and that the art must only be used or dealt with by
Beyond Creative as provided in this agreement.
4. You grant to Beyond Creative a perpetual non-exclusive transferrable fee-free licence to publish, sell
or otherwise use images or reproductions of your art and your new piece for its own purposes without
limitation.
5. You warrant that you are the absolute owner of the entire unencumbered copyright in the art and have
authority to grant the licence hereby granted.
6. Beyond Creative will not be required to ensure that any copies of the art as published, made,
reproduced, or otherwise communicated to the public, including electronic material, bears the symbol
© nor that it be accompanied by your name.
7. This licence agreement is to be read and construed according to the laws of the State of New South
Wales and the parties submit to the jurisdiction of that State.
8. You agree to sign all documents or do all things necessary to perfect Beyond Creative’s rights under
this licence agreement and you appoint Beyond Creative as your attorney to sign any document or
do anything that may reasonably be required to enforce Beyond Creative’s rights on default of this
obligation.
9. Unless otherwise agreed risk passes to you at the time we ship your new piece to you and you will
not hold Beyond Creative liable for any damage or loss incurred during transit. Beyond Creative
recommends that you insure against any reasonably foreseeable risk.
10. You represent and warrant to us that all information and representations that you have given in
connection with your participation in this contest are true and correct and that you have all necessary
authority to provide the information and make the representations.
11. Beyond Creative is required and committed to protecting your personal information in accordance with
its obligations under the Privacy Act 1988 and the National Privacy Principles. Personal information
about you, provided by you and other sources, is protected under the Privacy Amendment (Private
Sector) Act 2000 (Cth.). You authorise Beyond Creative to disclose such information where necessary
in pursuit of the stated objectives of the Repurpose Art Challenge.

AUTOGRAPH TIME
Please sign below to confirm you agree with the above terms and conditions and send this to
me along with your scanned art so I can start creating something for you.

Name:
Signed:
Date:
I am over 18 years of age and consent to this artwork being used			

You will be advised by email of an approximate time for your piece to be created once this
document is received along with the scanned art.
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